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All changes are localized to code gen module 1. Currently versions are hardcoded in a single array within MessageCodeGenerator. These versions are used for most of the tasks in code generation like accessing Data dictionary (XML files containing
FIX messages, fields and components), generating FIX packages, etc. We need to move these versions to program arguments (say comma separated) 2. All fields are generated within single package (fields package). Though it is fine for standard
FIX messages, it might not be sufficient for custom FIX as GS and BCX can use the same tag (user defined field) for different purpose. So, there should be a rule based on which we can decide if the fields should be generated in single package or
separate ones (as simple as the version if it stars with FIX then standard else custom) 3. XSL files assume that fields are in same package and hardcodes the import quickfix.fields.*. It has to be changed to a dynamic one based on parameter. The
FixMessageDecoder can operate on any ByteBuffer. This utility will take a File and create a memory mapped ByteBuffer for the file. Messages will then be extracted from the memory mapped file. The messages can be returned in an in-memory list
or they can be streamed individually. The latter approach allows processing of messages from very large files without consuming excessive memory. Our files are built to ensure that your data is not data by an unauthorized entity. For example, if
your phone has been lent to someone else, you will still have access to your own files. But, if you have put your phone on public display, then you should require the owner to have the authorization keys to get access to your files.
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Now I read the messages back and I will write them to a new FileStorage (backup) and add the missing messages to a file list for the add function. The add function will return a string with the length of the messages that could not be found. This
needs to be translated into a dictionary format. I have resolved this issue. I do understand everything commented on above (knock on wood and my concern was that the fromAdmin(...) method was not being invoked so that I could resolve the

issue programmatically per the ECN's specs. However, the comments above regarding reset(...) made me realize that some recovery code was erroneously calling the reset(...) method which must have been clearing the event queues internally.
Once I removed this erroneous code, I was able to recover from the condition just as the ECN specified. Added System.getProperty("hazelcast.logDir"). This is the directory where the log files are saved to. We currently write temporary log files to

System.getProperty("hazelcast.logDir"). If your servers are configured to write log files to a directory different from this, you need to adjust your implementations accordingly. The FileStore is now async. The FileLogs are also async. This is not
something that you have to do, but the call to FileStore.create(...).asyncLog(...) would return a Task. You can wait until this task is completed or you can use the Future API to get notified when it's completed. With the new Message Store, the Core

has refactored the directory-tree transaction now, but not only the filename-tree transaction. If you have transactions that work on full files or directories, you can use this function. 5ec8ef588b
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